LINDAB S.A.

Activities

**Staff number**
>=250

**Turnover**
Share Capital: 4 960 000, turnover: 105 000 000 in 2011

**Description of activities**

Design, engineering, manufacturing and marketing of tailor-made steel buildings for non-residential single or multi-storey industrial, commercial, leisure or other applications.

**Products and services**

- ASTRON Buildings: low-rise, non-residential, tailor made buildings for industrial and commercial applications: logistics and distribution centres, warehouses, manufacturing plants, retail outlets, sport and recreational buildings; etc.
- ASTRONET Standard Buildings: standard range of single-storey buildings adapted to small/medium sized businesses and new company start-ups;
- ASTRON Multi-Story Buildings: "fast-track" steel framed, dry construction systems for offices, commercial buildings, parkings, hotels, process plants up to 7-stores;
- ASTRON Roofing system: roofing systems to renovate old roofs, leaking roofs.

**Customer references**

- Network of over 300 local builder dealers Europewide;
- Direct key accounts: Krono group, Caterpillar, Coca Cola, etc.

**Trading area**

- International

**International locations**

- Europe

**Additional information**

Astron builds and ships over 30 buildings per week all over Europe.

**Contact details**
RDI

R&D Investments

0,5% of turnover in 2009

Technological/Technical capabilities

- CAD (computer aided design) in metal building concept elaboration and realization;
- Industrial manufacturing /Structural engineering;
- Plant design and process plant engineering;
- Materials technology for lightweight steel buildings.

Equipment

Possibilities communicated upon request.

Technology keywords

- Human Language Technologies (Main technology keywords)
- Work Hygiene and Safety Management (Main technology keywords)
- Analysis Risk Management (Main technology keywords)
- Maintenance Management System (Main technology keywords)
- Quality Management System (Main technology keywords)
- CRM - Customer relationship Management (Main technology keywords)
- Environment Management Systems & Documental Management Systems (Main technology keywords)
- Applications for Transport and Logistics (Main technology keywords)
- Knowledge Management, Process Management (Main technology keywords)
- Internet Technologies/Communication (Wireless, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) (Main technology keywords)
- Electronic Commerce, Electronic Payment (Main technology keywords)
- Databases, Database Management, Data Mining (Main technology keywords)
- Data Protection, Storage Technology, Cryptography, Data Security (Main technology keywords)
- Data Processing/Data Interchange, Middleware (Main technology keywords)
- Archivistics/Documentation/Technical Documentation (Main technology keywords)
- Logistics (Main technology keywords)
- Materials Technology (Main technology keywords)
- Construction Technology (Main technology keywords)
- Plant Design and Maintenance (Main technology keywords)
- Process control and logistics (Main technology keywords)
- Industrial Manufacture (Main technology keywords)
- Sound Engineering/Technology (Main technology keywords)
- Process Plant Engineering (Main technology keywords)
- Thermal insulation, energy efficiency in buildings (Main technology keywords)
- Unconventional and Alternative Energies (Main technology keywords)
- Photovoltaics (Main technology keywords)
- Vibration and Acoustic engineering (Main technology keywords)
- Acoustics (Main technology keywords)
- Standards (Main technology keywords)
- Optical material testing (Main technology keywords)
- Acoustic Technology related to measurements (Main technology keywords)
- Waste Management (Main technology keywords)
- Environment (Main technology keywords)
- Safety (Main technology keywords)

**Areas of competence**

- Construction
- Engineering
- Metallurgy and metal works

**RDI Contact Person**

**Mr Bernard SCHMITZ**
**Position**: Sales and Marketing Director  
**Phone**: +352 80 29 11  
**Email**: b.schmitz@lindab.com

**Mr Réné OLY**
**Position**: R&D Director  
**Phone**: +352 80 29 13 54  
**Email**: r.oly@lindab.com